Reviewed by WAYNE A. REBHORN This is a smart, well-informed scholarly study that makes a solid contribution to our understanding both of Shakespeare' s works and the educational culture that impacted their production. Enterline' s thesis has three parts. The first involves a revision of what went on in the Renaissance English grammar school. While she does not disagree with the classic argument of Walter Ong that the study of Latin in school constituted a puberty ritual, she does take issue with the elaboration of that thesis by critics such as William Kerrigan who argue that schoolmasters used ritual, which included a considerable amount of corporal punishment, to instill a conventional masculine identity in their pupils, thus successfully reproducing the patriarchal social order. Instead, Enterline argues that the gender embraced in the educational process by both masters and pupils was ambiguous and that the latter, especially, were able to adopt roles that allowed them to reject the normative position of gentleman they were being taught and to identify with women as they learned to voice the emotions needed for a persuasive oratorical performance.
The second part of Enterline' s thesis concerns Shakespeare and continues the work of critics such as Joel Altman and Emrys Jones in order to revise what might be considered the "origins" of his poems and plays. Like these scholars, she argues that however important, say, the morality play tradition may have been for Shakespeare, what he learned in grammar school from constructing arguments on both sides of a question to taking on roles both high and low, male and female, during Latin instruction to performing actual plays in that language had a decisive influence on his literary production. Finally, the third part of Enterline' s thesis could be seen as the second part turned inside out. For while she wants to claim that what went on in Shakespeare' s schoolroom affected the way he conceived his characters, she also wants to argue that he used his poems and plays self-consciously to undercut the patriarchal ideology that schoolboys were learning.
Although much of what Enterline argues here is not especially new, she does bring a significant amount of interesting archival material to our attention, and she is to be commended for stressing the gender ambiguities of masters and pupils in the Renaissance English schoolroom. She also offers some fine readings of a select number of Shakespeare' s works, although on this score, as I will note later, her study does not achieve as much as it could (and should) have done.
After an introduction presenting her thesis, Enterline writes two chapters that elaborate that thesis and describe the dynamics of Shakespeare' s schoolroom. The first chapter stresses the conflicted, if not self-defeating, way in which the schoolroom attempted to reproduce the social order. For although boys were expected to embrace the patriarchal terms that defined their masters and the Latin language they taught, they were also being trained in alterity: that is, to imitate in speeches and plays the language of others, such as women and members of the lower classes, thus undermining the training supposed to make them into proper gentlemen. In the next chapter, Enterline looks in some detail at Shakespeare' s schoolroom, stressing the fact that boys were forced to imitate others in their exercises or be subjected to beatings, thus tying the performance of emotion to pain and punishment. Moreover, this punishment was sexually ambiguous-the schoolmaster' s rod, for instance, being identified in both maternal and paternal terms. According to Enterline, this gender instability in the schools, combined with the schools' linking of punishment to the erotic, deeply influenced Shakespeare' s representation of teaching situations, as well as his characterization of pedagogues.
In her third chapter, Enterline turns to Venus and Adonis, in which Adonis plays pupil to Venus as teacher, a teacher whose love for her student is both erotically charged and associated with pain. Enterline notes that although educators saw classical epic as the ideal instrument for teaching the cultural norms of manliness and especially wanted their pupils to imitate the behavior of a hero like Aeneas, they also had them reading Ovid' s Metamorphoses, a source of models for declamation that was anything but martial and heroic. As Enterline sees it, the psychosexual dynamics of the schoolroom, combined with reading Ovid, helps to explain the extraordinary flourishing of the epyllion in the 1590s. Finally, Enterline directly connects the debate between Venus and Adonis in Shakespeare' s poem to the way that boys were taught to argue on both sides of a case (the argumentum in utramque partem), and as those debates were necessarily open-ended, so, too, is the one in Shakespeare' s poem.
In chapter 4, Enterline turns to The Taming of the Shrew, which she sees as Shakespeare' s most sustained engagement with the aims, rhetorical techniques, and affective contradictions of the schoolroom. All three plots of the play question the issue of "mastery," associate sexuality with violence, and are antifoundationalist in presenting gender as a matter of performance rather than an innate quality. Enterline cleverly links Christopher Sly' s transformation into a lord to descriptions of erotic scenes from Ovid, and-less originally-stresses the inversion of sex roles involved in Bianca' s "mastery" of Lucentio throughout the play. Finally, she offers a new way of validating the skepticism with which many critics view Katherine' s supposed "conversion" in her long final speech. Enterline sees it as being like the oratorical performances expected of boys at school, performances that meant assuming the character and emotions of others if they were to succeed. There had to be, in other words, a necessary distance between such a performance and the actual character and feelings of the boy producing it, a distance between performance and being that one observes in Katherine as well.
In her final chapter, Enterline examines aspects of Hamlet, The Rape of Lucrece, and The Winter's Tale. In general, she offers a corrective to Joel Fineman' s account of Shakespeare's creation of subjectivity in the Sonnets. She argues that Shakespeare actually learned how to generate subjectivity through the rhetorical exercises that boys performed at school. Furthermore, Enterline stresses that those boys sometimes resisted the subjectivities they were performing. This resistance is reflected in Lucrece' s rejection of the depiction of Dido' s grief as being unequal to what she feels and in Hamlet' s questioning the truth of the Player' s emotional response to the suffering of Hecuba, as well as in his claim that the grief he feels transcends the black funereal costume he wears. In the final section of this chapter, Enterline analyzes Mamillius as an example of a potential pupil whose preference for ghost stories and identification with his mother can be related to the resistance boys felt toward the normative masculine roles they were supposed to embrace at school. She concludes by tying his death to the schoolboy' s hypothetical clinging to his mother despite all the pressure on him to conform to the masculine, patriarchal model of identity.
Although Shakespeare's Schoolroom is a good book, it could have been better had Enterline gone beyond the number of characters she discusses. There is no mention of tragic heroines such as Juliet and, more importantly, no sustained discussion of Cleopatra or of "low" characters, such as Falstaff who has been famously described by critics as a woman while playing Prince Hal' s magister in the tavern. Can Lady Macbeth' s resistance to her proper female role be related to the gender incoherence of the schools? Is Richard II' s identification of himself as England' s mother explicable in those terms? In short, what I found missing here was any attempt to grapple with some of the more prominent figures in Shakespeare' s works other than Hamlet. One might say that considerations of length forced Enterline to be selective, and yet, at only 152 pages (not counting the notes), her book could have been longer. In fact, there would have been more than enough space to discuss additional characters without lengthening the book considerably if she had used her red pencil to eliminate what strikes me as an excessive number of repetitions. Her introduction gives us a preview of her entire book, and then her first chapter covers a lot of the same ground. We are told about gender confusion in the schools in chapter 2, but evidence for it is rehearsed in practically every subsequent chapter as well. Enterline summarizes and discusses in detail a long passage from Aphthonius's Progymnasmata on page 108 but then cites it in full on page 137. An even longer excerpt from a manuscript that appears as the epigraph for chapter 2 is cited in full again on page 81. Shakespeare's Schoolroom could have been reduced by a good thirty or forty pages, leaving plenty of room to have dealt with more of Shakespeare' s major characters. Had it done so, this good study would have been a much better one. 
Shakespeare's Boys

Reviewed by MARIO DIGANGI
A comprehensive account of the cultural significance of boyhood in Shakespeare' s plays, Shakespeare's Boys will be of interest to scholars in several fields, including childhood, character, and masculinity studies. Shakespeare's Boys joins several recent book-length studies of children in Shakespeare, but provides a fuller account of boyhood in particular and reaches beyond the early modern period to address the plays' performance history from the Restoration to the present. Knowles examines how Shakespeare' s boy characters relate to particular social
